Minnesota Emergency Medical Services Regulatory Board (EMSRB)

PRIMARY SERVICE AREA

Ambulance Service: GOLD CROSS AMBULACE SERVICE, OWATONNA

EMS#: 187

Region: Southeast

Service Level: Advanced

The Primary Service area is within the following County or Counties: Steele

The Primary Service includes the following Cities: Medford, Owatonna

Townships:

   In Steele Co.;

       T106NR19W
       T106NR20W
       T106NR21W
       T107NR19W
       T107NR20W
       T107NR21W
       T108NR19W
       T108NR20W
       T108NR21W

This primary service area is the legal primary service area designated by the EMSRB. Any proposed changes must be reported to the EMSRB for prior approval.